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Abstract. A new direct branching algorithm is presented for checking the equivalence of deter- 
ministic pushdown transducers, one of whose associated deterministic pushdown automata 
(DPDAs) is real-time strict. It is a straightforward extension of the corresponding algorithm for 
DPDAs (Tomita, 1982), and then proves the general applicability of our approach. 
1. Introduction 
ll Many algorithms have been devised for checking equivalence of deterministic 
pushdown automata (DPDAs) or deterministic context-free grammars in some 
subclasses, while only a few results have been given on the same problem for 
deterministic pushdown transducers (DPDTs) [2-S, $1. Here, transducers are 
automata provided with outputs, and they are defined to be equivalent if they accept 
the same set of inputs and produce exactly the same output for each input accepted. 
Indeed it is claimed by Culik II and Karhumgki [2] that the equivalence problem 
for DPDTs is essentially more difficult than for DPDAs, but it is desirable to have 
an as unified approach as possible that is applicable to all of these problems, cf. [ 11. 
Then we straightforwardly extend the algorithm of [7] for DPDAs to have a direct 
branching algorithm for checking the equivalence of two DPDTs, one of which is 
real-time strict. This can be established by generalizing the key step of “skipping” 
(Definitions 4.3 and 4.4) together with the main Lemma 4.2 in Section 4.2. 
The equivalence problem for the same pair of DPDTs has already been shown 
to be decidable in [8] via a composite DPDT which is obtained by the alternate 
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stacking construction after Oyamaguchi et al. [6], and similar results have also been 
given by Ibarra et al. [3] and Culik II et al. [2], while our present approach is quite 
new and direct, and is the simplest of all. It can be usefrll for further studies of the 
equivalence problem for DPDTs, cf. [9, lo]. 
2. Definitions and notation 
Definition 2.1. A deterministic pushdown transducer (DPDT for short) accepting by 
empty stack is denoted by T = (0, r, 2, 4, p, qo, Zo, O), where Q, r, 2, A, cc are the 
finite sets of states, stack symbols, input symbols, output symbols, and transition- 
output rules respectively, q. is the initial state, and 2, the initial stack symbol. Here, 
the transition-output rule is of the form (p, A) *a/z (q, 0) with p, q E Q, a E C u {e}, 
z E A*, 8 E r*, where z is unique for the combination of (p, A) and a. 
The deterministic pushdown automaton (DPDA for short) M = (Q, I’, C, 
6, qo, &, 8) with 
8={(p,A):(q,O)l(p,A)a/Z-(q,B) is in cc, PEA*} 
is called the associated (or underlining) DPDA for the above DPDT T, and is just 
as in 17, Definition 2.1, pp. 190-1911. A DPDA accepting by empty stack is called 
strict. A DPDT is said to be strict and real-time if its associated DPDA is strict and 
real-time, respectively. The class of strict DPDTs is denoted by Do, and that of 
real-time strict DPDTs by Ro, just as for DPDAs. We shall use here the corresponding 
definitions and notation in [7]. 
Definition 2.2. The DPDT T, with its associated DPDA M, makes a move 
. (~Aw)~~‘(q,eo)foranyo~r*ifandonlyif~~containsarule(p,A)~“”(q,8) 
with a EC V(E). 
A sequence of such moves through successive configurations as 
is called a derivation, and is written as 
where x=aIa2...am and y=z,z2...z,,,, if 
efinition 2.3, pp. 191-192). 
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efinition 2.3. For a configuration (p, (w ) of the DPDT T, define 
TRANS( p, a) = x/y~Z*xA”((p,cr) $b (q,E) for some qEQ 
I 
. 
The translation defined by T is TRANS( T) = TRANS( qO, 2,). 
Definition 2.4. For w, h, t E A*, let h-* w = t if w = ht, and wt-’ = h if w = ht. Then 
for A, let 
A-*={h-‘lh~A*}, A**=A*uA-*, 
where A*n A-* ={E), and for h E A**, let (h-‘)-I = h. 
For k-* E A-* with kc A*, define lk-‘I = -lkl. Then for h E A**, define 
VII 
Definition 2.5. Let (p, cu) be a configuration of a DPDT T, , (p, p) be that of a 
DPDT T2, and hod**. If TRANS(~,~~)=~TRANS(&P)={X/~~IX/ZIE 
TRANS( p, p)}, then it is written as (p, a) = h( ii, /3). Here, if h E A-*, then (p, a[) = 
h(&P) is the same as k(p,a)=(fi,p) with k=h%A* which stands for 
Such a formula as 
(p,d=wm, hd’” or k(p,d=(P,P), ked”, 
is called an equivalence equation. 
If TRANS( T,) = TRANS( T,), then the two DPDTs are equivdent, and it is written 
as T, = T2. Otherwise, T, f T2. 
3. Assumptions and basic propositions 
We shall check the equivalence of two DPDTs 
and 
whose associated DPDAs are espectively, as in [7, pp. 193-1941. 
are only concerned with the cas 2, since it is decidable [6,7]. 
To begin with, we give the most elementary proposition concerning outputs. 
42 
roposition 3.1. (i) 
(40, Y z,,) 
(qo2 9 z,*) 
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Suppose T, = T2 holds and 
+ (p, 4, 
w/wz_ WV, 
T2 
(3.0 
(3.2) 
for some w E C* and w,, w2e A*; then it holds that 
w,h=w, forsomehEA*” 
and 
(I-4 a)= W, P)- 
(3-3) 
(3.4) 
(ii) If we have, in addition to (i), another pair of derivations 
(q,,,,&,,) w’/ (P,CY) and (q,-,2,Z02) $& (&/3) for some w’E~* 
Tl 2 
and w:, WOE A* such that wih’= wi for some hk A**, and hence (p, cy)~ h’(jJ,,B), 
then h=h’. 
Proof. These properties can be easily derived from Definition 2.5. Cl 
The above h E A** in (3.3) and (3.4) is to compensate the difference between the 
two outputs, and is called an output compensating part. From (ii) in Proposition 3.1, 
the output compensating part is unique for each equivalence quation as (3.4) when 
T,= T2. 
emma 3.1. In case (3.4) holds, we have the following. 
(8 Wkll cu If or a constant k, in 17, Definition 3.1, p. 1961. 
(ii) Let x0 be the shortest one in L( p, (u) = L( j?, /3) with x0/x0, E TRANS( p, cu) and 
x0/x02 E TRAWP, P)* Then, II h II = I IXOll - lxozl I= 
roof. (i) is from [7, Lemma 3.1, p. 1971 and (ii) is from xol = hx,,. Cl 
3.1. The length of the output compensating part h may grow indefinitely 
corresponding to the growth of a! even when T, = T2. This is the very point that 
makes the equivalence problem for DPDTs more difficult than for DPDAs. Cl 
The following are preparations to introduce a new step of “skipping” with outputs 
in Section 4.2 to overcome such a difficulty. 
. Suppose T, = T2, 
blo*Y~ol) 9 (P, x/x, and (qo2, Z,,) 71 (jj, p’02) 
2 
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with A E & and Ip’I = 9 or else 0~ (p’l = IP’w~~ < 3, where 9 
3.2, pp. 195-1961, with x,h’= x2 for some WE A**, and hence 
(P, A~,9=h'(l% P’m29* 
In addition, let 
43 
is in 17, Proposition 
(3.59 
(PAW) 3 (p,A~lw9 with aO+&, (3.69 
(A P’b29 9 (P, P’Pob29, 
2 
where 
y,h = h’y2 for some h E A**, 
and hence 
(3.79 
(3.89 
(P, A~ow*9=w% P’Po~29, (3.99 
for some ycZ+, yl, y2~A*, (Y~E~:, P,E~;. 
Then, the pair of derivations (3.6) and (3.7) is said to be of SE (Self-Embedding) 
concurrent derivations. In particular, if a pair of (3.6) and (3.7) does not contain 
any other pair of SE cancurrent derivations then it is said to be minimal. 
Proposition 3.2. (i) Suppose T, = T2, and (3.5)-(3.9) are given as above. Ttzen, there 
exists h’k A** such that 
(a) ifh’, h E A* thw h = b’h”, and 
(b) if h’, h E A-* then h-’ -: h’-‘h”. 
(ii) If the above pair af SE concurrent derivations (3.6) and (3.?) is minimal, then 
l~ol~~=lQllI~,lIQ2lw2l+19”, 
IPOI < WC 
and there exists a constant %, depending on T, and T2, such that 
llhl-lh’lls %. 
Consequently, if 11 h’lla % then it holds that 
and 
hkA* implies hE A”, and h’EA-* implies he 
IIh”ll s % for h’k A** in (i). 
his part can be easilv prove . 
concurrent derivations. 
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(ii) The proof of Icy01 G Sp goes in an analogous way to that of [7, Lemma 5.1, pp. 
213-2151. Now for ( p, A) and (A p’), if the pair of derivations at the top of Definition 
3.1 is chosen so that lAo,l is minimum, then we can also show that l~w,l G 9’. So, 
om 17, Lemma 3.1, p. 1971. 
To show the following part, we consider a pair of SE concurrent derivations 
(p, A) * (p, Aao) and (AP’) * (p,p’pO) 
2 
for some yoe C* and ylo, y20~ A* with the minimum number of steps, where 
yloh = h’y,, from Proposition 3.l(ii). Then 
IIN -IV I = llvzol- IYlOl Ia 
Now since llvol s Sp and lpol < 2k,Y, there exists a constant %, depending on only 
T1 and T2, such that lylol s Q and Jy201 s %, hence I lhl- lh’l I G %. The other properties 
are direct consequences of this result. Cl 
4. The quivalence checking algorithm 
Our algorithm is a straightforward extension of [7, Algorithm III, pp. 225-2261, 
and is carried out by expanding step by step a so-called comparison tree by 
“branching” or “skipping” to be described below, where equivalence equations 
labeling nodes are in Definition 2.5. Now assume that we have derived (3.1) and 
(3.2) with (3.3), and that a node labeled (p, (u) = h( p, /3) has been contained in the 
tree. Here in case ar = /? = E, if h = E then we turn the node to be checked. Otherwise, 
i.e. h Z e, conclude that “T, + T2”. Also, if another internal node with the same 
label has appeared elsewhere in the tree, then we turn the above node to be checked. 
4.1- Branching 
(p9a, 5 (pi, ai) and (&P) 9 (Pi,Pi), i=l,2 1 9.“9 9 
2 
Or 
(jj,p)=(j&,&) withZ,=Eincasea,=Eandl=l, 
where these are just the same as in [7, Lemma 4.l(ii), p. 1983 when outputs are ignored. 
en if (p, a)= h(Q, p) olds, it holds that 
(i) zihi = hZi for some iEd**, i=l,2 ,..., 1,and 
(ii) (pi, (pi) s hi( pi, pi), i = I, 2, . . . ,1. 
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Proof. Both (i) and (ii) follow from Proposition 3.1(i). 0 
The checking whether condition (i) holds or not is named output branch checking 
to the node labeled ( p, cu) = h( jj, p) in question. When it is verified to hold, the 
checking is said to be successful. Then we expand the above node as in [7, Section 
4.1, Branching, pp. 19% 1991 to have I sons labeled by (ii), with edges labeled 
z,‘i,a,lz,, i = 1,2, . . . ) 1. Here, we may apply branching not only to a leaf but also to 
an internal node in skipping status. In the latter case, old and new sons may coexist. 
If condition (i) does not hold, conclude that “T, + T2”. 
4.2. Skipping 
Let the comparison tree which has just been constructed up to a certain stage be 
denoted by T( T,: T2). 
Definition 4.1. For cerfia51 iwo nodes labeled 
(P ,, q+% h&4, %%) and (pm+*, G+CYA = b+djL+~, &+I%) 
such that 
with y1 II,,,,. 1= h,y,, we define a derivation path 
((PI, ~,~~,)=h~(~~, &b+)~ 
T* NPm+l, %a+,l~lWbI+,GI+,, &I+ll7d 
1: 
in an analogous way to [7, Definition 4.1, pp. 205-2061. When outputs are 
nificant, “yI\” and “/y2” may be omitted. 
.2. (Cf. [7, Definition 4.4, p. 2091). For an internal node labeled 
(P, A4 = WJ, PW, 
we write 
(p, A(w,)= 6% P’loz) 
if it is not the case where 
((p, Alw,)= h’(j&P’o;I&)) 5 ((p’, a’1 o,)= Wp”, +9) 
1: 2 
insig- 
for some x’ E Z”, k E A**, (p’, cu’) E Q1 x r;’ with F 
where o; E r$, and p” E Q2. 
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&&ion 4.3. (Key Definition: the prere * utslte for skP.$ng). Suppose that a node 
in question is labeled 
( p, Aa”) = h( P, P’P”), (4.1) 
where ( p, AcY’) has a nondecreasing mode. We say that the prerequisite for skipping 
to it is satisfied if the tree T( T,: T2) contains a branching node labeled 
(p,+,)= h’(&J?‘(oz), where at Z CY” or u&P” (4.2) 
and the following case (a) or else (b) is possible: 
(a) h= h’, 
(b) The tree T( T,: T2) contains another pair of branching nodes labeled 
and 
(p,Al43=g(ji,P’IPo”) 
(P, Al%J = 8’b% P’l%d 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
such that 
or 
h, h’, g, 0 A”, h = h’h”, g = g’h”, (4.5) 
h, h’, g, g’E A-“, h-’ = h’-‘h”, g-’ = g’-‘h” (4.6) 
for some h”E A**. Here, the nodes labeled (4.2) and (4.3) may be identical. 
efinition 4.4. Suppose that the prerequisite for skipping to the node labeled (4.1) 
in question is satisfied as in Definition 4.3, and that 
((P, AIWl)' h’(P9P’lW2)) T* ((q, EIWl)E t'(qj, yjIW*)) 
1: 1 
for some XE C* and t’c A**. Now find a shortest X~E Z+ such that 
(PA =+ (q,d 
and 
(4.7) 
for some uo, v. E A*, and check whether it is successful or not to have 
u,t = hvo (4.9) 
for dome t E A**. Then the skipping to the node in question is said to be applicable 
if the above checking is successful for every possible (q, ol) c t’( qj, yjwz) as above. 
A node labeled (q, cy”) = t(qj, rip”) is defined to be a skipping end from the node 
in question, and an edge label between them is defined to be uo\xo/ vo. 
hen skipping is applicable to the node in question, we expand it as in 17, 
-2253. In case it is not successful to have (4.9), conclude 
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that “T’, $ T2”. NC-e here that it may change as the comparison tree grows whether 
the prerequisite for skipping is satisfied and the skipping is applicable or not to a 
certain node. Thus skipping nodes should be visited over and over again. When a 
skipping node is visited again, if the prerequisite fol- skippin is found to have 
changed to be not satisfied then branching is to be applied to it, though it is not 
necessary to delete its descendants. 
The skipping step defined here does not differ in essence from the one in [7] if 
we disregard case (b) in Definition 4.3. It should be emphasized, however, that if 
case (b) is not considered then finite termination of the algorithm is not necessarily 
ensured. See Remark 3.1. 
Lemma 4.2. (Main Lemma: skipping in case (b).) Suppose that skipping is applicable 
to the node labeled (4.1) in case (b) of Dejnition 4.3, with (4.7)-(4.9). In addition, let 
uOt’ = h’tl,, uos = gv0, uos’ = g’vo, (4.10,11,12) 
for some t’, s, s’ E A **. Then for any x E L( p, A) and u, v E A* such that 
(p, A) s (9, e) and (F, P’) $ (qj, Yj), 
‘I 
ut’= h’v, 
us = gv, 
us’ = g’v, 
it holds that ut = hv. 
Proof. Throughout his proof, we regard uo, vo, u, 
elements of F(A), the free group generated by A 
This is compatible with the first half of Definition 
Case 1: Let us suppose (4.5) is true. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
v, h, h’, h”, g, g’, t, t’, s, sf to be 
(it contains A * and also A-“). 
2.4. 
From (4.9) with h = h’h” (4.5), we have u,t = hv,= h’h”u,, where h’= uot’vi’ from 
(4.10). So, u,t = uOt’vilh”vO, and hence 
t’-‘t = v;‘h’&. (4.16) 
Likewise, (4.11) and (4.12) with g = g'h' (4.5) gives 
S I-1 s = v;‘h”v,,, (4.17) 
and (4.14) and (4.15) with g = g’h” (4.5) gives 
s r-l s = v-‘h”v. (4.18) 
Combining (4.16) and (4.17) gives 
t’-’ t = s’-‘g (4.19) 
Therefore, 
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ence ut = hv. 
A) is true. Consider the following mapping 
u. v. u v h h’ h” g g’ t t’ s s’ 
1$&443_JJJf&JJm 
h’-’ h” g-1 g’-1 t-’ f-1 s-1 s’-’ 
1 
The elements U( uo), a( vo), . . . , u(s), o(s’) in F(A) are fulfilling the hypothesis of 
Case 1. Therefore, a( u)g( t) = o( h)a( v), i.e., vt-’ = h-b. Hence hv = ut. 0 
The above lemma means that if (4.9)-(4.15) are checked to hold then the checking 
cf 01 tputs as to ut = hv from the node in question can be skipped. 
4.3. The algmithnt 
The whole flow of the algorithm is almost the same as in [7, Algorithm III, pp. 
225-2261, and the size of a node labeled (p, a) = h( fj, p) is also defined to be the 
pair (Max{ la I, (p I}, Min{ Ia I, lpi)), under lexicographic ordering. 
Let the comparison tree consist of only a root labeled ( qo,, Z,,) = 
e the comparison tree contains an unchecked or a skipping node 
ch node, and suppose it is labeled (p, CY) = h( 17, /?) 
nclude that “T, + T2”; 
rs as the label of another internal node 
lude that “T, + T2”; 
skipping to P is satisfied 
apply the skipping to P 
a change has occurred by the above skipping 
turn P to skipping; 
turn all s-checked nodes to skipping 
output branch checking is successful for 
turn all s-checked n 
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Example. Let us apply our algorithm to the following two DPDTs: 
Tl = ((qo,, p, 91, Wo, 3 A, B, Cl, Ia, h c, 4 4, ia, W, PI 9 qo1) z,,) cb) e Do 
and 
T2 = ({qo2, d, Wo2, 0, E, F), {a, b, c, 4 e), ia, b), ~2, qo2,Z,2,0) E Ro, 
where 
El1 
(401, zol)= (P, A) 
(P,&%wQ 
(q,A)dlF‘ (P, Cl 
(P, a- &‘Ob (P, 4 
(qAb/E‘ WW 
(PA=hP,AB) 
(pp B+ (P, d 
442 
(qo2,z,2) - a’E (r, D) 
(r, D)= (r, E) 
(r, E)dlh- (r, E) 
(I; E)z (r, E) 
(r, D)z (r, DF) 
(r, F) 2 (r, E). 
Our algorithm yields the comparison tree T( T,: T2) shown in Fig. 1. In which a 
skipping step in case (b) has been applied to @ (q, ACC) = aba.ba(r, E) with 
respectto@(q,AIC)=aba(r, E(E)with@(q,AIC)=aba(r, E(E)(corresponding 
to (4.3)) and Q (q, A I E) = a ( r, E I E) (corresponding to (4.4)) under the conditions 
correspond. \g to (4.9, and so on. 
5. Termination and correctness of the algorithm 
For a configuration c = (p, ar ), define W-Mode(c) = ( p, cy ‘) if a! = &x” 
with Icy’1 =B, else (i.e., IcyI c B) S-Mode(c) = c, and Mode(c) = l-Mode(c). 
. ( TI = T2). In case the given DPDTs T, and T2 are equivalent, he algorithm 
halts in a jnite number of steps concluding that “T, = T2”. 
From Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show, for every node label (p, a) G h(p, p) 
in the comparison tree at any stage, that Ial s 9’-,-, where 
sp, =4Y*{(lA(+ 1)3’U+(~A(+l)0U}+~, 
roposition 3.2 for SF and %. 
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Now, for the sake of contradiction, suppose that 
((4o,,~,,)~(q,2,~,2)) T* ((p,4=h(p,p)) 
1: 2 
at some stage, where 1~ I> 9$-. Then divide this derivation path into the following 
successive derivation subpaths: 
x2&/x22 
T( q: T2) 
> ( c2 E e2p2) y21’y2’y22 > ( d  E f2J2) 
7-t 7-t: T2) 
X m+1.1 k,+Ik,I+l 2 
T(T1: T,) 
> kn+FGn+&n+J (=h-4~~=w,P))) 
such that 
d,~(X,)C,~(Y*)d*~(x,)C*~(Y*)d,~. l l ~(Xm)Cnrt(Ym)dmt(Xm+*)Cm+* 
where lcil< ldilp with 
2 = XlYlX2Y2= l A?lYm%?l+l9 
2, = Xl IYI lX2lY21 l l l x*lYmrx?n+l,l, 22 = Xl2Y12X22Y22 l l l xln2YnI2xnI+1.2, 
Mode( ci) = Mode( di) and %J -Mode( Ei) = 9 -Mode(q), 
where Ci, di E 91 X r:, ifi, 4 E Q~x r;, ei, JI: E A**, Xi E C* (di-1 ~J_,d7__, and ci G e& 
may be identical), yi E Z+, and 3 is as in Definition 3.1. Consequently, all internal 
nodes labeled ci = eJi and di ~54 (is m - 1) are branching nodes with ci and di 
having nondecreasing modes, hence Icily # 0 and l&l + 0 (i s m - l), and all ci a:, di 
and i?i a$, di are pairs of SE concurrent derivations. Here, let these Xiyi’s and x,,,+I 
be chosen as short as possible step by step from i = 1 to WI. Then all pairs of SE 
concurrent derivations as above are minimal, and we can show that 
Idil-lcils ldil-ldi-11~JY 
as in Proposition 3.2(ii). Thus, 
m - 1 ~49’{(lAl+l)3”U +(lAi+ l)“U}. 
Let ni stand for the derivation subpath 
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Then we say that ?ri and vj are SE-equivalent if Mode( ci) = Mode( cj) and B-Mode 
(t;& = %-Mode( 5). Now partition { rrl, vr2, . . . , TV_,} into the SE-equivalent classes, 
and let the equivalence class with the maximum cardinality be 
n=(ISTi,,miz,...,vilil) with lsi,ci,<***<i,sm-l. 
Here 
1>4{(1A/+1)34+(1A~+1)91}, 
since the number of the SE-equivalence classes is less than 9’. 
In n9 the number of wi’s such that IIeJ < % and hence IIJ II c 2% by Proposition 
3.2(ii) is less than 2(161+ l)%* 2((6( + 1)20u = 4(141+ l)30u. Then in Q the number of 
mi’s such that llei ]I > %! is larger than 4(141+ I)%, and either the number of ni’s such 
that Iei(> %!(ei E A*) is larger than 2(IAl+ 1)” or the number of ri’s such that 
Iec’la % (ei E A-*) is larger than 2(161+ 1)“. We assume, without loss of generality, 
that the former is true, and let n’ = { rj,, mj2, . . ..~j~} be nn{~illeil~%) where 
l~ji<jz<* l =<j+m-1 and J>2(IAI+l)“‘. 
In n’, each ni is such that J = eifi” for some f:! E A** with J E A* and Ilf:‘ll G % 
by Proposition 3.2, then n’ contains a pair of nk and n1 (j, G k C ZQ) such that 
fZ =fl. In particular, if fz = E then fk = ek. So, the prerequisite for skipping to the 
node labeled d, =J$& or ck = e& is satisfied. Therefore, such a skipping step as 
above should have been applied since 7’, = T2. This contradicts the above assertion 
that all internal nodes labeled ci = ei Fi and di GJJi are branching nodes. Hence we 
should have t It Ial G 9$. 
It is clear that the conclusion is “ T, = T2” from Proposition 3.1. i3 
In case TI and T2 are inequivalent, the proof of termination and correctness of 
the algorithm proceeds just as in [7, Lemma 5.3, pp. 216-221; Lemma 6.2, pp. 223- 
2241, since we have already proved Lemma 4.2. 
Theorem. For the given DPDTs T: E Do and T2 E Ro, the algorithm decides correctly 
whether they are equivalent or not in a j’inite number of steps. 
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